
 
 

 

THE SHAMOKIN COURSE 

Hole by Hole Description 

 
No. 1 Par 4 Black 442 Blue 418 White 400 Gold 360 Red 360 
This arduous dogleg-right features mounding from the tee to the turn, where two bunkers guard the corner. The 

far left finds out-of-bounds.  A triangular ridge creates slopes for three distinct putting areas. 

 
No. 2 Par 4 Black 396 Blue 380 White 372 Gold 360  Red 338 
The landing area fits between a bunker complex on the left and the menacing mounds lined up along the right, 

with OB on both sides.  The oblong green is laid out diagonally, creating a shallow target, between bunkers. 

 
No. 3 Par 3 Black 181 Blue 155 White 145 Gold 145 Red 121 
Nestled along the banks of Stoney Creek and surrounded by trees, this scenic shot to a shallow green must avoid 

the false front, which drops all the way down to the creek. 

 
No. 4 Par 4 Black 578 Blue 527 White 495 Gold 460 Red 449 
A narrow straight, crowded by trees on each side, leads to the start of a dogleg left.  The routing follows bunkers 

and mounding to a small, elongated green, virtually engulfed by trees, with bunker complexes on each side. 

 
No. 5 Par 4 Black 355 Blue 334 White 325 Gold 325 Red 290 
Visually stunning as it climbs toward a naturally framed mountain backdrop, the uphill fairway is cut short by 

Stoney Creek and heavy mounding. It’s a full carry to the elevated, sloping green, which is fronted by bunkers. 

 
No. 6 Par 4 Black 416 Blue 383 White 352 Gold 318 Red 318 
Wide and welcoming off the tee, this dogleg right slips through the tree lines and mounding.  Stoney Creek cuts 

in front of the green, which is a tight target and drops sharply in front, directly toward the water. 

 
No. 7 Par 3 Black 202 Blue 199 White 180 Gold 134 Red 114 
Dramatically downhill, with a 150-foot change in elevation, the tee rests atop a pocket on the mountainside, with 

a rustic barn on the adjacent farmland.  Huge kidney-shaped bunkers curl along each side of the green. 

 
No. 8 Par 5 Black 516 Blue 491 White 473 Gold 413 Red 413 
This long dogleg left presents an angled landing area, flanked by bunkers.  The corner can be carried, offering a 

shot at the green in two.  But a severe bunker complex buffers access to the green, adding risk to any strategy. 

 
No. 9 Par 4 Black 460 Blue 435 White 410 Gold 370 Red 370 
A tight chute leads from the tees to the turn of this sharp dogleg left.  A wide landing area narrows as the curve 

begins, with trees and mounds guarding on the right.  Mounds and bunkers barricade each side of the green. 

 

 
Totals Par 36 Black 3546 Blue 3322 White 3152 Gold 2885 Red 2773 
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